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Free Essay: William Wordsworth's Use of Nature William Wordsworth was known as the poet of nature. He devoted his
life to poetry and used his feeling for.

The narrator was giving the young girl a hard time because he wanted her to remember Other Popular Essays.
People valued love, nature, childhood and imagination extensively during this movement. Poets have for ages
seen nature as a reflection of the human experience. Previous critics like DRP. This movement manifests itself
through themes focused on the self, emotion, and the rights of man. The ideology of the romantic era, of being
completely humanistic, was the opposite of the new ideas of logic and reason of the Enlightenment Quite
frequently, Dorothy describes an incident in her journal, and William writes a poem about the same incident,
often around two years later. Rejection of Poetic Diction and Background of his theory Wordsmith rejects
poetic diction by saying, "avoid poetic diction". However in terms of style and perspective, they differ greatly
from each other. Nature was an outlet for Wordsworth to describe his feelings and emotions. He is not only
alone but happy to be alone he enjoys the tranquility of solitude. But his Solitary Reaper changed things.
There are good arguments for both the nurture, and nature side of these three issues: intelligence, personality,
and homosexuality. While many draw different thoughts and images when reading this poem, there is an
underlying tone when describing nature. HIS theory has some merits and at the same time has certain
demerits. Reading modern poems about nature provides a double joy of learning How to cite this page Choose
cite format:. These themes were prominent throughout his work, and the idea of death was one that was used
in his poem A Slumber Did My Spirit Seal written in  She is both creator and destroyer. In the poem, Nature
says that she will make Lucy a lady exactly like herself. While the last section will deal with the
"Ecclesiastical Sketches," as they have been referred to by critics and poets the like. When asked about the
philosophy of the book, the author, William Golding, replied, "The theme is an attempt to trace the defects of
society back to the defects of human nature. As he quietly sails through the water, there is a sense of pride and
excitement. Even Wordsmith was one among them once. The freedom Ann Tyson gave young Wordsworth
allowed him to experience nature, and led him to a deep affinity and love for it. Essay Topic: Literature ,
Nature Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! There is a new awakening within Wordsworth in
his later poems. With these new innovations, Wordsworth was convinced that people would stop appreciating
nature while allowing technology to run their lives. He showed how different people in London were linked
together within one depressing society. I shall begin by analysing the poems and looking for three similarities
and differences, which will make me decide my final conclusion. As Cesare Pavese quoted, the richness of life
lies in memories we have forgotten. He was able to enjoy himself even if he was alone and lost in the beauty
of nature; nothing mattered because he was connected. The memory of this incredible scene even years later
pleases him and comforts him when he is lonely, bored, or restless. Meeting at Night gives the impression of
secrecy and darkness that goes together with the night and the morning suggests the revelation which light
brings that prevents them getting together. Nature is seen as a cosmic force. He was known for his pieces The
Prelude and The Lucy Poems which were popular in the United Kingdom and brought up themes such as love,
nature, beauty, and death. In his poem From the Prelude, he recalls another childhood experience where he
steals a boat. Wordsworth begins the poem alone. When lookingâ€¦. Johnson were of the opinion that a noble
and graceful action Is degraded when Human relationships were not something he seemed to have connected
with so well, but his relationship with nature allowed for him to connect and understand social issues in life.
Though inspiration as a poet truly derives from within, nature can act as a tool to enhance imagination and
devices used In our poetry. The poem is also critical of the way Britain was transformed from an agricultural
state to an industrial one. Nature Vs.


